DESCRIPTION  Finding and understanding the performance bottlenecks in a large distributed system can become complex with disparate services and log files. The need for a centralized tracing and trace aggregation system can quickly emerge. SecuTix 360° is a Ticketing Solution targeting a wide range of businesses and serving increasing numbers of requests, both to end-user and operators.

Twitter has open-sourced the Zipkin tool [http://twitter.github.io/zipkin/] that is being used to trace their Twitter API requests. Zipkin is based on the Dapper infrastructure by Google [http://research.google.com/pubs/pub36356.html]. The Zipkin tool will join a collection of various other tracing and monitoring tools currently used at SecuTix to help the optimization teams pinpoint potential performance bottlenecks.

In its current form, the Zipkin tool offers great viewing options for specific request traces, but is lacking an aggregation / visualization system.

OBJECTIVES
› Integrate Twitter Zipkin distributed service tracing tool with the SecuTix 360° services. Validate scalability of the stack
› Extend or complement Zipkin tool with aggregation features for performance analysis

KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS REQUIRED
› Required: good Java or Scala skills. Knowledge of some Relational DB or NoSQL storage system
› Optional skills: Cassandra, ZooKeeper, JavaScript/Bootstrap/D3

ABOUT ELCA  ELCA is one of Switzerland’s biggest Information Technology Companies. Since the company was founded in 1968, we have offered our customers a single source for the complete spectrum of IT services including consulting, development and operations. Our team of over 600 specialists advises companies on the best use of modern information technologies, develops and implements efficient and stable solutions and applies our know-how to ensure excellence in use.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED  in applying for this position, please send us your complete application (CV, letter of reference, diplomas and certificates) by e-mail to: careers@elca.ch
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